My professional promises to you

Supporting clients – delivering results
Transforming your skin and wellbeing

•
•
•

To show empathy, courtesy and caring

•
•

To recommend quality treatments and products

•

To use 40 years of award winning experience with
every recommendation

To give you my full and personal attention
To listen fully before offering Holistic advice and
solutions
To offer you a bespoke skin and wellbeing
transformation

Treatment Price List – May 2021

Gift Vouchers are now valid for 12 months instead of 6 to ensure you have the
opportunity to redeem for your lovely treat.
Please note: Jill Yvette’s is Covid-19 compliant and your safety is very important
Your personal data is treated with respect complying with GDPR regulations, so it
is not shared with third parties without your knowledge. You can opt out of text/
emails etc.
Contactless payment is preferred, by BACS, card, Prepay, Gocardless,
although cash still is accepted.

Jill Yvette’s Holistic Beauty Ltd, Est. 1984

Award winning Holistic Skin and Wellbeing Specialist
Reiki Master/Teacher
Inventor of ‘I wish…®’, The Wellbeing Facial Therapy
Award Winning Entrepreneur for 40 years
Co-author of best seller ‘Beauty and the Best’

Opening times
Thursday/Friday 9.30am to 6pm
Saturdays by appointment.

Hi. I’m Jill Yvette and I look forward to welcoming you into my Covid-19 safe haven.
After 12+ months of lockdown, we are all in a different place mentally, physically
and emotionally – this may change your choice of treatments and therapies you
dream of. I can create a ‘Bespoke Perfect Package’ of any treatments to suit you
over 6 or 12 months, so please ask.
Some clients are eager to return to the ‘new’ normal – and enjoy some time for
themselves. Others have been in isolation, crave touch, or nervous at venturing
out and meeting others. Maybe you had Covid-19 and have Long-Covid
symptoms. Anxiety, PTSD, skin sensitivities, aches, stress, etc are all results of
lockdown, isolation, illness, life! Be assured as I work one-to-one, all treatments/
courses can be adapted to make you comfortable – at your own speed as I
create a safe nurturing environment to welcome you into society once again.
It is recommended that you wait 2 weeks after vaccinations before any
treatments, or 4 weeks after Covid-19. A new patch test is essential for tinting
after vaccines or Covid. Due to Asymptomatic Covid-19, you may not realise
you have new sensitivities. So please be patient and reassured when I make
different recommendations from previous treatments.

The Annex, 3 Ladybower Avenue,
Cowlersley, Huddersfield HD4 5XA

‘I wish...® The Skin and Wellbeing Therapy’ is now a 6 or
12 month, ‘Unique Support Programme’ offering stunning
treatments and total holistic support, reflecting the inspired
guidance I can offer you. See pages 2 & 3 to find out more.

Tel/text: 07710 173088

Email: jill@jillyvettes.co.uk

www.jillyvettes.co.uk

NEW
‘I wish...®’ name and logo is registered in the UK to Jill Yvette’s Holistic Beauty Ltd

Jill Yvette’s is now an ‘Apilus’ approved centre for the latest, more
comfortable and successful experience in Electrolysis hair removal.

Please get in touch to discuss your choices. Jill Yvette

Presents

Skin and Wellbeing Therapy
Unique Support programme
Intensive, indulgent & incredibly powerful

Client reviews quote a...
REDUCTION OF:
Skin troubles, ageing,
medication, aches, stress,
anxiety, mental health issues
IMPROVEMENT OF:
Confidence, happiness,
skin quality, calmness,
self-image, energy and focus
‘I wish...®’ fulfils a real human need for compassion, empathy and long
lasting mental, physical and emotional benefits. Giving you fabulous skin
and inner contentment. It is soooo relaxing yet uplifting. So, lie back into
your soft warm ‘feather’ and drift into bliss for 2½ hours.
Jill Yvette has built upon her own award winning ‘I wish...®’ therapy, and
knowledge to create the:

‘I wish…®’ Skin and Wellbeing Therapy, Unique Support Programme
Together we can create long-lasting and fantastic results holistically, by inspiring
and educating you. We treat your skin and wellbeing all as one and combine the
intuitive ‘I wish...®’ Facial Therapy, specialist beauty techniques, highest quality
products, aromatherapy, Reiki, reflexology, Indian head massage, lymphatic
drainage etc. The power and magic of ‘I wish...®’ is in the unique combination
of all of these.

Eyes
Patch test required 24hrs prior to tinting
COVID Mask Perfect Brow: It’s all about the eyes when wearing face masks.
Includes eyebrow reshape and dressing 		
Eyebrow Trim (when added to other treatments £18)		
Eyebrow tint 		
Eyelash tint		
Eyelash tint/Eyebrow tint/Eyebrow trim		

£29
£20
£20
£25
£55

Jane Iredale makeovers
Day/night makeover 		
Makeup lesson 		
Bridal makeup at Jill Yvette’s (sorry home visits not available)

£45
£70
£50

Treats
Everyone deserves a 30 minute treat add on
Scalp massage
Spa Find Dead Sea Mud/Sleepy oil conditions hair while relaxing

£30

Hand massage
Aromatherapy Sleepy Dreams oil or hot candle wax. Will you resist sleeping? £30

Available shortly
Loving me TLC treats
Hot Lava Shell
Neck back and shoulder massage with heated eye mask

£50

Soothing eyes
Eyebrow shape, eye gel/serum, massage, heated eye mask

£45

Electrolysis
Electrolysis is the original permanent hair removal
system. New advances in Electrolysis have been
going on for a long time. Despite me keeping up to date, I have felt those
improvements have not been worthy of upgrading my methods... until now.
The Canadian Apilus electrolysis technology
has been around for over 20 years, and
had improvements throughout. This new
computerised technology system I am now
offering clients has a big reputation for client
comfort, and treating those difficult damaged
follicle, stubborn hair growths, meaning
treatment is more successful. There is even
a skin sensitivity test to ensure the perfect
treatment, and reactions during and after are
minimal, the machine is therefore good for
stubborn growth and most sensitive of skins.
Progressive hair removal
New
5 minutes (minimum charge) 		
10 minutes 		
15 minutes 		
20 minutes 		
30 minutes 		
45 minutes 		
1 hour 		

Apilus
£25
£30
£35
£40
£55
£75
£98

Original
£20
£24
£29
£32
£43
£59
£79

EPIL 2000
A gel is essential for 5 day home aftercare
Lip (allow 30mins)			
Chin (allow 30mins)			

£15
£15
£25
£45
£30

In honesty how long have you had your problem/felt as you do? A single
treatment or pot of cream is never going to make dramatic improvements.
But Jill Yvette’s holistic approach can really help – and prove its worth.
No gimmicks or fast buck methods – just 40 years of expert knowledge and
experience guiding and teaching you how to achieve long-lasting results to a
happier more chilled out you and achieving your wish!

‘I wish…®’ Unique Support Programme Consultation 60mins £50
Guiding you through luxurious Signature therapies, intensive intuitive techniques,
pure indulgence, and incredibly powerful results. Let me ask what your 3
wishes are. We will consider your diet, lifestyle, and wellbeing with support
throughout. Then we create your own perfect support programme of treatments,
products, advice tips and self-help to inspire you. Includes your Personal
Recommendations and Aftercare Brochure.

There are 3 ways to help you
£39
£39

Waxing
Top lip
Chin
Lip & Chin
Back
½ leg

How would you like me to grant your ‘I wish…®’?

Full leg
£45
Bikini
£15
Underarm
£15
Full leg, bikini
& underarm 		£65

1. Consultation and one introductory ‘I wish...®’ therapy offer
(no products)

£200

2. 6 months Unique Support Programme
From £1295
(includes 4 treatments i.e. 6 weekly, and simpler product selection)
3. 12 month Ultimate All Inclusive Unique Support Programme
£POA
(Stress free – regular 2½ hour monthly treatments selection, products,
supplements, etc all waiting for you)

Offers available so call me now
to chat about YOUR WISH!

REIKI

Jill Yvette is a Reiki Master/Teacher
Really offload and find the new you. Has it been tough on you through
lockdown? Release your anxiety, fear and emotions in a safe environment.
Find clarity, relaxation, peace, balance and inspiration. Love yourself again.
Feel whole – enjoy life’s pleasures. No massage, just simple nurturing healing
hand placements through blankets.
Generally a course of 3 to make real impact is all you need for real
magic – then top up occasionally if you wish.
Single session
Single treatments are good for follow up maintenance
Nurturing holistic body therapy
1 x 90 mins
£80
Course of 3
Begin with a course of 3 sessions over 14 days to
stimulate real health improvements is often all you need 3 x 90 mins
£210

Welcome treats – Gernetic or Spa Find
Loving Me: Welcome Back
110 mins
Recovery facial, eyebrow reshape, scalp massage & hand massage

£99

Recovery/‘Mask-ne’ Facial
45 mins
Gentle cleansing and refreshing to help with problems caused by seasonal
changes or using face masks. Cleanse, tone, exfoliate, mask, moisturise

£49

The Human Touch Trio
(save £45) £240
3 treatments to build confidence and sparkle over 3 weeks.
Includes 60 day Vitamin A/D supplement to help immunity/skin healing
Consists of:
Week 1 Eyebrow Shape, Hot candle wax Hand Massage & relaxation techniques
Week 2 Recovery Facial, Scalp Massage, Relaxation techniques
Week 3 Eyebrow trim, Hot Lava Shell back, neck, shoulder and hand massage

Gernetic Facials – Ultimate skin care
Proven scientific results for nutrition through the skin
improvements
Parfait – Ultimate ‘perfect’ youthful looking skin facial
Beautiful skin and me time – Tailored to your skin problem
Acne healing

& facial
105 mins
90 mins
75 mins

£93
£79
£65

90 mins
60 mins
90 mins

£79
£59
£79

Spa Find Facials
Dead Sea soothing. Vegan friendly
Youthful You Algimud feed
Sleepy dreams
Prescriptive helper facial

Just for today, do not worry,
Just for today, do not anger,
Honour your parents,
teachers and elders,
Earn your living honestly
Give gratitude for every living thing
Mikao Usui 1865-1926

REIKI training

Now available again
This enables you to treat yourself, which can be very beneficial for ongoing
health problems. Jill Yvette is a Reiki Master/Teacher. All training takes 2 days.
Minimum of 2 students for First and second Degree.
First Degree
Introduction to history, chakras, and personal healing 		
£250
Second Degree
Taken if required minimum of 3 months after First Degree,
increases the power of self treats 		
£350
Master/teacher
Once you can convince me this is the right time for you and unlocking
the true power of Reiki, a vast learning library becomes available.
A beautiful goal if you desire it. Taught one to one
£650
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